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4. Magnetics 

The south magnetic pole at which a freely suspended compass needle points 

vertically lies relatively close to Australia, and is currently situated off the coast of 

East Antarctica. The pole has moved substantial distances in the last century 

from the continent to offshore. On 16 January 1909 a party comprising 

Edgeworth David, Douglas Mawson and Alastair Mackay from Shackleton's 

Nimrod expedition made a close approach to the pole location on land when the 

pole was at approximately 72.25°S, 155.15°E.  In 2000 an even closer approach 

(within 1.6 km) was made at sea (Barton, 2002) when the pole was situated at 

64.67°S, 138.12°E.  The estimate for the beginning of 2017 is 64.21°S, 136.25°E 

which provides some indication of the current rate of drift of the pole. 

The proximity of the south magnetic pole to Australia means that there is 

significant variation in the character of the magnetic field across the continent, 

which has to be taken into account when comparing magnetic results in different 

locations.  In addition to the main geomagnetic field that comes from the interior 

through the action of the geodynamo in the Earth's core, substantial magnetic 

influences come from outside due to currents induced in the ionosphere. 

Variations over a day are commonly around 25 nanoTeslas (nT) about one part in 

2000 of the internal field. Short term variations are commonly around 1 nT.   

The magnetic field at any point can be represented as a vector in three 

dimensions. The convention is to work with the components in the direction of 

true north (X), true east (Y) and vertically downwards (Z), with total field vector F 

and horizontal projection H.  The vector H points in the direction of magnetic 

north.  The total field strength F is measured in nanoTeslas (nT), and its annual 

rate of change in nT/yr.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the situation for Australia where the 

total field vector points upwards and so the vertical component Z is negative. 

The magnetic declination D is the angle between the magnetic field in the 

horizontal plane and true north. D is positive when a compass points east of true 

north, and negative when it points west of true north.  Thus the value of the 

magnetic declination D should be added to a magnetic compass bearing to give 

the bearing relative to true north. 

The magnetic inclination I is the angle between the magnetic field and the 

horizontal plane.  I is negative when the magnetic field points up, as it does for 

Australia in the southern hemisphere.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Components of the magnetic field for Australia in the southern 

hemisphere where the total field points upwards. 

4.1 Magnetic Reference Field 

Because the Earth's magnetic field varies quite rapidly, the reference model of 

the magnetic field across Australia needs to be updated periodically. Since 1990 

this has been done at five-yearly intervals. The Australian Geomagnetic 

Reference Field model (AGRF) is represented by a set of spherical cap 

harmonics, and is linked to the International Geomagnetic reference field outside 

the specific Australian region.  The AGRF model represents the Earth's main 

magnetic field originating from the core and the broad-scale crustal field. The 

AGRF does not model short-term variations of the magnetic field with time, such 

as those caused by solar activity or from electrical currents in the ionosphere. 

The reference field is derived from vector magnetic data measured with ground 

level, aircraft and satellite surveys, as well as the network of geomagnetic 

observatories and repeat stations run by Geoscience Australia and neighbouring 

countries. 

The AGRF model is produced for each five-yearly epoch, along with a 

prospective secular variation model to extend the life of the model.  Figures  

4.2–4.6 show aspects of the AGRF field at 2015.0 in red, together with the 

predicted annual rate of change in blue. 
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In the images for the magnitude components (F, H) we display the main field (red 

contours) in nanoTesla (nT) and the annual change (blue contours) in nT per 

year. The angular components (D and I) show the main field (red contours) in 

degrees and annual change (blue contours) in arc-minutes per year. The circular 

boundary shows the limit of the AGRF model; contours outside the boundary are 

from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF-12) at 2015.0. 

Figure 4.2 shows the total field F in nT from the AGRF and its annual rate of 

change (nT/yr).  There is a strong gradient in the magnitude from north to south 

with a range from 45000 nT in the north to 60000 nT at the southern margin of 

the mainland.  The magnitude of the horizontal field H shown in Figure 4.3 also 

shows a significant gradient from north to south but with the opposite sign to the 

total field. H decreases from 35000 nT in the north to less than 20000 nT in 

Tasmania. 

 

 
Figure 4.2: Total field F from the AGRF, with red contours for the field in nT at 

2015.0, and blue contours for the annual rate of change nT/yr. The domain of 

the AGRF is shown by the grey circle. 

The consequence of these opposed variations in the field strength for the total 

field and horizontal field is that there are notable gradients in the angles of 

declination D and inclination I.  

The strong gradient in the declination D (Figure 4.4) is associated with the 

proximity of the south magnetic pole.  Currently the line of null declination passes 

through the very western part of the continent, with tight contours of negative 

declination further west. Most of Australia shows positive declination, reaching 

15° in southern Tasmania. The rate of change of the declination is sufficient that 

the pattern is expected to shift further west than the five-year epoch described by 

the 2015.0 AGRF model.  The strong variation in the declination angle D across 

Australia means that it is important to apply the correction from magnetic to true 

north when taking compass bearings.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Horizontal field H from the AGRF, with red contours for the field in nT 

at 2015.0, and blue contours for the annual rate of change nT/yr. The domain 

of the AGRF is shown by the grey circle. 
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Figure 4.4: Declination D from the AGRF, with red contours for the declination in 

degrees at 2015.0, and blue contours for the annual rate of change in arc 

minutes per year. 

 

The variation in inclination I (Figure 4.5) is also strong across continental 

Australia with the dip of the magnetic field increasing significantly from north to 

south as the south magnetic pole is approached.  The inclination is around 40° in 

northern Australia and exceeds 70° in southern Tasmania.  The rate of change is 

generally a little less than for declination since the current motion of the south 

magnetic pole is dominantly towards the west. 

The strong variation in the main magnetic field across Australia means that care 

needs to be taken when combining magnetic results from different parts of the 

country and different time periods, because the relationship to the pole will vary.  

Such compensation is built into the latest version of the magnetic anomaly map 

of Australia (Nakamura and Milligan, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Inclination I from the AGRF, with red contours for the inclination in 

degrees at 2015.0, and blue contours for the annual rate of change in arc 

minutes per year. 

 

Further, the relative proximity of Australia to the south magnetic pole has the 

effect that ionosphere variations are strong in Australia with consequent rapidly 

varying induced magnetic fields, which are strongest in daylight hours.  This 

means that it is critical that detailed magnetic surveys are tied to a high quality, 

continuously recording, reference station, so that compensation can be made for 

the external field. 

In periods of geomagnetic storms, the auroral bands of the Aurora Australis can 

be seen from the southern parts of mainland Australia. Under normal 

circumstances, the auroral band lies south of Tasmania. 
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4.2 Magnetic Anomalies 

As a result of the collective efforts of Geoscience 

Australia and the State and Northern Territory 

Geological Surveys, most of Australia has been 

covered with airborne magnetic surveys with high 

quality data that provide valuable information on the 

upper part of the crust.  The aircraft carry sensitive 

magnetometers and commonly record the total 

magnetic intensity. The relative variations along the 

flight paths are determined by comparison with a 

reference station, so that effects due to the fluctuations 

of the external geomagnetic field can be compensated.  

Early surveys were carried out with widely spaced flight 

lines, but recent work uses relatively tight line spacing 

(e.g. 100 m). Nevertheless the sampling along the flight 

path is much tighter than between paths and this can 

leave an imprint in the magnetic signature. 

The full continental dataset as of 2016 contains around 

31.5 million line-kilometres of acquired magnetic survey 

data. Since this dataset has been acquired over more 

than 50 years, the underlying broad features of the 

geomagnetic field have been changing, and hence it is 

necessary to compensate for such effects in the data 

reduction. The sixth edition of the Total Magnetic 

Intensity (TMI) Anomaly Grid of Australia, illustrated in 

Figure 4.6, uses the technique of variable reduction to 

the pole (Cooper and Cowan, 2005), which makes 

adjustments to the location and shape of magnetic 

anomalies due to the variation in the inclination of the 

Earth's magnetic field with latitude. This approach 

allows the matching of surveys carried out at different 

times. By using reduction to the pole, magnetic 

anomalies are adjusted so that simple features are 

mapped directly over the magnetic bodies. Without 

such corrections, magnetic anomalies appear shifted 

relative to their true position. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Total magnetic intensity across the Australian continent. 
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For the low elevations employed in airborne magnetic surveys, the variations in 

the magnetic field along the flight track are predominantly due to differences in 

the magnetic susceptibility of the underlying rocks. The variations in susceptibility 

depend on the amount and type of iron-rich minerals in the rocks, particularly the 

presence of the iron-bearing mineral magnetite, which is strongly magnetic and 

frequently found in small quantities in the crust.  

The variations in the total magnetic intensity provide information on the structure 

and composition of the magnetic basement, since different rock types commonly 

have distinctive magnetic signatures characterised by the magnitude, 

heterogeneity and fabric of the magnetic signal. When calibrated with known 

geology, terranes can be mapped under a cover of sedimentary rock and/or 

water. This feature has proved to be particularly valuable in Australia due to the 

extensive regolith.   

 

Figure 4.7: Total magnetic intensity with geological provinces. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the relation of the magnetic anomalies with the 

geological provinces and the major crustal boundaries from the compilation by 

Korsch and Doublier (2016). The strongest magnetic anomalies are concentrated 

in the cratonic areas or their margins, with the very largest negative anomalies 

associated with banded iron formations as in the Hamersley Basin to the south of 

the Pilbara Craton. The magnetic signature is subdued below areas of thick cover, 

but in a number of areas it is still possible to recognise the continuation of 

structures well beyond where outcrop occurs. A particular example is provided by 

the Mt Isa Province where the pattern of alternating magnetic anomalies is 

truncated by the Cork Fault, well to the south of the geological outcrop, as can be 

seen by comparison of Figures 4.8 and 2.7. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Total magnetic intensity with major crustal boundaries.
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The large span of magnetic variations across the 

continent means that some significant detail is 

suppressed when the full range of anomalies is 

plotted.  Therefore, a more useful representation 

is produced by working with a more compact span 

of values, so that the gradients in the variations of 

total magnetic intensity are enhanced, as in 

Figure 4.9. 

Now it is possible to see smaller contrasts in the 

magnetic anomalies than in Figures 4.6–4.8.  For 

example, the contrast between the New England 

region and its surroundings is now very marked.   

The grain of structure is revealed through the 

localised variations, as in the arcuate features 

linked to the Georgetown Inlier.  In the Yilgarn 

Craton, near north–south streaks mark the 

greenstone belts, which are highly mineralised.  

With the enhancement, the contrast between the 

core of the Gawler Craton and its rim becomes 

more distinct, as is the contrast in style with the 

Curnamona Block. 

The magnetic anomalies associated with the Iron 

oxide–copper–gold (IOCG) deposits near Tennant 

Creek and in the Olympic Dam belt on the 

northwestern edge of the Gawler Craton have 

distinctive strong positive values. 

 

Figure 4.9: Enhancement of magnetic anomalies to emphasise gradients. 
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The perturbation to the magnetic field produced by a localised magnetic body 

drops off as the inverse cube of distance. As a result, the magnetic anomaly 

pattern tends to be dominated by near-surface features such as magnetic dykes.  

The longer spatial wavelengths still contain information on structures at greater 

depth and their influence can be enhanced by examining the upward continuation 

of the magnetic intensity field, as shown in Figure 4.10. The extrapolation of the 

magnetic field is carried out in the spectral domain, where the short wavelength 

features are suppressed at the expense of the longer wavelengths. 

The result emphasises the contrast between the relatively bland signature of the 

Yilgarn Craton and its surroundings. Further, the North and South Australian 

cratons are distinctive in their character. 

 

   Figure 4.10: Total magnetic intensity with upward continuation to 20 km. 

An alternative approach is to emphasise the short wavelengths to concentrate 

attention on shallow structure. This again can be accomplished in the spectral 

domain, by taking derivatives of the magnetic intensity, or downward continuation. 

The computation of the derivatives is a more stable process, and hence such 

products are generally preferred. 

A commonly used form for accentuating fine-scale structure is the half-vertical 

derivative of the total magnetic intensity, as illustrated in Figure 4.11.  This 

particular product is often used in combination with other fields, e.g. as an 

underlay layer, because the enhancement of sharp gradients in magnetic 

properties tends to highlight changes in near-surface geology.  

 

Figure 4.11: Half-vertical derivative of total magnetic intensity. 
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As an illustration of the application of the 

enhanced magnetic intensity products, we display 

in Figure 4.12 the surface geology draped over 

the half-vertical derivative of the magnetic 

intensity. In this mode, the extension of geological 

features beneath cover can often be distinguished.  

A significant example of undercover extension in 

Figure 4.12 is provided by the Mt Isa Province. 

The magnetic lineations clearly indicate that the 

well-mapped surface features continue to the 

south. There is then an abrupt truncation against 

the trace of the Cork Fault.  The area lying under 

sedimentary cover is at least one-third of the 

exposed zone and clearly continues the same 

geological trends. There is thus the potential for 

further mineral resources of the various types that 

have already been found in the Mt Isa Province to 

be present in the undercover zone to the south. 

Another area where the combination of surface 

geology and magnetic information provides 

intriguing clues is in the west of South Australia, 

where outcrop of basement is rather limited.  

Nevertheless, the correlation of features in the 

magnetic anomalies with the available exposure 

helps in extrapolation of structure under cover and 

out into areas with negligible outcrop. 

The edge enhancement feature of the derivative 

products also enhances trends associated with 

different classes, and ages, of magnetic dykes. 

Thus, for example, the Gairdner dykes from about 

830 Ma are very evident in the southern part of 

the continent, with a grain running from southeast 

to northwest. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Surface geology draped over half-vertical derivative of magnetic field. 
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Another useful way of looking at the variations in 

the magnetic field is through the spatial integral of 

the total magnetic intensity. This integral is 

displayed in Figure 4.13, with the geological 

provinces superimposed. 

A merit of the use of the spatial integral is that the 

dependence of the field on anomalies is more 

similar to that for gravity, with influence from 

greater depth than in the magnetic field itself.  

This means that the use of this ancillary field can 

aid in interpretation of structures at depth. 

Because of the enhanced response from deeper 

features, the blanketing effect of sedimentary 

cover is less pronounced than for the magnetic 

field itself.  Indeed, we see in Figure 4.13 clear 

substructure in the Canning and Eromanga basins 

that is not evident in even the enhanced field in 

Figure 4.9. 

An interesting feature of the spatial integral is the 

rather clear separation between positive and 

negative values along a line oriented roughly 

northwest–southeast extending from the eastern 

edge of the Pilbara Craton past the Rudall 

Province, south of the Musgrave Block and then 

linking to the north of the Murray Basin. 

Certain areas of common properties are also 

more easily recognised in the spatial integral than 

in the upward continuation shown in Figure 4.10.  

In particular, the concentrated positive feature to 

the east of the Bowen Basin, and the weaker 

signal from the Sydney Basin.  
 

Figure 4.13: Spatial integral of the magnetic intensity with geological provinces. 
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4.3 Character of Magnetisation 

As a consequence of the increase of temperatures with increasing depth, 

eventually any magnetic mineral will cease to be ferri- or ferro-magnetic since 

they have passed their Curie point.  The depth at which this occurs is termed the 

Curie depth, and depends on the Curie points of the individual minerals in the 

assemblage.  

The local Curie depth thus reflects both the thermal regime and the mineralogy of 

the magnetic minerals in the area.  Thus, with knowledge of the mineralogy, 

Curie depth estimates can help constrain the geothermal state away from drill 

holes and other direct observations. Variations in Curie depth can also provide 

information on the boundaries between different geological regions. The 

variations can arise from changes in mineralogy that produce changes in the 

Curie point and hence Curie depth, or through different geothermal regimes in 

different geological regions. 

Since magnetite is the most magnetic mineral, the Curie depth is often 

interpreted to reflect the depth to the temperature at which the Curie point of 

magnetite is reached, approximately 580°C. However, other mineralogies can 

affect the appropriate temperature, for instance, the addition of titanium to 

magnetite greatly reduces the Curie point. 

Commonly the depth of the base of magnetisation is taken as a measure of the 

Curie depth. This basal depth is not an easy quantity to determine, because of 

the rapid decay of the magnetic response and the intrinsic non-uniqueness of a 

potential field inversion.  All approaches employed for estimating the Curie depth 

depend to varying degrees on the implicit assumption that long wavelength 

features result from deep sources. However, such long wavelength features can 

also result from shallow yet spatially extensive sources, such as volcanic sills. 

A particular difficulty comes from adequate specification of the longest 

wavelength components of the magnetic field. Where data windowing is 

employed to provide localisation of the results, the window widths should be at 

least 4–5 times larger than the expected maximum depth of magnetisation.  As a 

result only the broad-scale features across the continent can be extracted. The 

most difficult zones are those where the geothermal gradient is low and hence 

temperatures at depth will be relatively cool with a greater depth of magnetisation 

than in warmer areas.   

Chopping and Kennett (2015) have used a local one-dimensional, fractal model 

of magnetisation, as a representation of the magnetic source.  This model 

provides an analytic representation of the power spectrum without any explicit 

assumptions about the magnetic susceptibility.  With the aid of a hierarchical 

approach, they have been able to extract stable representation of the longest 

wavelength features for each window scale, and a measure of the uncertainty of 

the 1-D power spectra (see Appendix).  The stabilised magnetic anomaly data 

are used in 400 km x 400 km tiles, with the window centre moved by 60 km for 

successive windows. This approach yields 3600 windows across the continent, 

and in each a 1-D spectrum is extracted that can be compared with the forward 

model. 

The inversion for the depth of base of magnetisation and fractal character for 

each window was undertaken with a uniform contracting grid search in a two-

stage process. An initial reconnaissance search was performed over a broad 

domain to define limits that are then used for a finer search.  This style of 

inversion produces an ensemble of tens of millions of models for each window, 

so that it is possible to characterise both a suitable model and its uncertainty. The 

ensemble averages used were weighted towards models that provide a better fit 

to data, but exploit all models that can adequately explain the observed data. 

The results from the individual tiles are then collated and interpolated to produce 

a final map of the depth of the base of magnetisation (Figure 4.14) and its 

uncertainty across the continent (Figure 4.15).  The weighting used in the 

ensemble estimates will tend to produce a slightly deeper depth of magnetisation 

than simple choice of the individual best fitting model for each window.  The 

uncertainty measure mapped in Figure 4.15 is the standard deviation of the 

results after the weighting of all models in the inversion ensemble for each 

window.  We include the outlines of the geological provinces on both Figures 4.14 

and 4.15, so that the major features can be recognised.  The correspondence of 

the changes in Curie depth with geological structures is often quite close. 

However, it must be remembered that the intrinsic resolution of these maps can 

be no better than 60 km, which is the incremental distance between window 

boundaries.   

The depth to the base of magnetisation ranges from 10–12 km beneath the 

Cooper Basin to as deep as 80 km beneath the Yilgarn Craton and other areas of 

Australia. The uncertainty estimated from the inversion procedure, is 7–10 km, for 

most of Australia, so minor variations should be treated with caution. 
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Figure 4.14: Depth to base of magnetisation with geological provinces. 

 

In general, the Archean regions and many Proterozoic cratons show the largest 

depth to the base of magnetisation in the range 55–70 km. These results suggest 

that the base of magnetisation is an effective proxy for the Curie depth in these 

long-lived cratons with relatively low geothermal gradients.  

However, the Pilbara Craton has a much shallower depth to the base of 

magnetisation than other cratons, at 20–30 km compared with up to 80 km depth 

in the Yilgarn to the south. The very strong magnetic response of the Hamersley 

Basin, with extensive iron ore deposits, may well mask a more subtle signal from 

the deepest magnetic sources. The strong magnetic intensity gradients also 

contribute to the uncertainty in the depth estimate. 

 

Figure 4.15: Uncertainty in estimate of depth to base of magnetisation. 

 

The deep base of magnetisation results that characterises the Yilgarn Craton 

extends to the northeast, linking to the Proterozoic Musgrave, Arunta and 

Warumpi provinces of the southern Northern Territory. Within the Yilgarn Craton, 

a zone of slightly shallower depths runs north–south in the central zone. The 

southern and eastern margins of the Yilgarn Craton with the Albany–Fraser 

Orogen are well defined by a contrast in depth to base of magnetisation.   

Large depths for the base of magnetisation also characterise the region around 

the Curnamona Province. In contrast, the Gawler Province of the South 

Australian Craton, to the west of the Curnamona Province, is characterised by 

only moderate (40 km) depths to the base of magnetisation, which are restricted 

to the known outcrop of the core of the Gawler Province.  
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The shallowest depths to the base of magnetisation are found beneath the 

Cooper Basin in central Australia. This result is consistent with the drill hole data 

for this region where high temperatures are encountered at shallow depth (see 

Chapter 9). 

Magnetic Character 

The mode of analysis of the spatial variation of magnetisation adopted by 

Chopping and Kennett (2015) yields a further useful result, with a 

continental‑ scale map of the fractal dimension of the magnetic anomalies that 

provides a summary of differences in the magnetic character of the crust. This 

fractal dimension is plotted in Figure 4.16 with, again, the geological provinces 

superimposed. 

Low fractal dimension implies a strongly disordered state, whereas high fractal 

dimension would be associated with spatially coherent behaviour.  Thus, as might 

be expected, the fractal dimension is quite high in the sedimentary basins of 

eastern central Australia, notably the Eromanga Basin, but with spatial variations 

that reflect the complex superposition of sedimentary sequences in these areas. 

A substantial component of the North Australian Craton exhibits high fractal 

dimension, providing a differentiation between the north part and the southern 

margin in the Arunta Province. The feature associated with the Mt Isa Province 

appears to link to the northwest under the Macarthur Basin.   

Both the Pilbara and Yilgarn cratons display relatively low fractal dimension. It is 

interesting to note that the low fractal dimension also extends into the Albany–

Fraser Orogen and the western Eucla Basin, transcending the change in depth to 

base of magnetisation that is so evident in Figure 4.14.  The change in nature 

across the Nullarbor Plain appears to correlate with the prominent north–south 

magnetic anomaly at about 127°E associated with the Munderabilla shear zone 

(Figures 4.7 and 4.9). A broad block of lowered fractal dimension to the east links 

through the Officer Basin into the Musgrave and Amadeus provinces. However, 

the Gawler Craton and the Curnamona Craton remain distinct.  

In the east, the patterns are more complex with an apparent distinction between 

the Lachlan and the Thomson orogens, and an even stronger contrast between 

the Lachlan and New England orogens. It should however be noted that local 

resolution issues may affect the results in New England and Tasmania, where 

spectral uncertainty is enhanced by the lack of neighbouring windows. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.16:  Magnetic character via fractal dimension of magnetisation. 
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